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Asbjørn Nørgaard is an experienced orchestral player, and has led the viola sections of the Copenhagen Philharmonic and the
competitions
and has recorded a plethora of cd’s, the latest being a recording of all J.S. Bach’s Gambe Sonatas.
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computer game Starcraft, that he plays with his quartet mate Rune. Asbjørn plays the race Zerg and he generally goes hatchery first.

At the moment Asbjørn is learning to talk Portuguese and his favourite writer is Thomas Mann. Together with his
quartet mate Rune, Asbjørn enjoys playing the RTS-computer game Starcraft. Rune and Asbjørn are currently in
Diamond League on the European server. Asbjørn plays the race of Zerg and in rehearsals, he can often be heard
drawing parallels between quartet playing and the inner workings of the “Hive” and the “Overmind” (basically the
viola player is the Overmind of any string quartet and the other players are his underlings).

Mail: asbjornnorgaard@gmail.com

